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Motivation

• Hardware is not 100% reliable

Errors in storage systems:

Jaguar has double-bit flip once a day in memory, cache, register [1]


Errors in logic units of a GPU processor:

energy saving technique introduces logic errors [2: ICS’19]

1. Al Geist. 2016. Supercomputing’s monster in the closet. IEEE Spectrum 53, 3 (2016), 30–35.

2. Hadi. et al GreenMM: energy efficient GPU matrix multiplication through undervolting



The classification of faults
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{ Easier to fix:

replace the faulty HW with new one

More frequent and harder to detect/fix



Closer look of transient faults

Transient 
faults

Soft error:

Hard error:

{
process crashes which are handled by OS

for example: reading a bit-flipped memory 

may lead to segfault

Solution: Checkpoint/Restart
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bit flip

process continues/finishes but final results

may be wrong!!

for example: reading bit-flipped memory which 

doesn’t lead to segfault or ALU logic error

Solution: DMR/TMR, ABFT
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Focus of our paper
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System level general solutions for soft errors



DMR/TMR: general but has great overheads

ABFT (algorithm based fault tolerance):

algorithm specific but efficient!


The state-of-the-art fault tolerant libraries/algorithms:

1. FT matrix decompositions ([3 PPoPP’19, 4 SC’18, 5 HPDC’16, 6 IPDPS’16])

2. FT fast Fourier transfrom ([7 SC’17])

3. FT iterative methods ([8 HPDC’16])

Sorting, as one of the most impactful algorithms, lacks efficient

fault tolerance!

Software level solutions for soft errors: ABFT



First efficient fault tolerant sorting function in standard library

Specifically:

1. first work to quantify the impact of soft errors on quicksort output (theorem 1)

2. first work to quantify the impact of soft errors on heapsort output (theorem 2)

3. optimized error correction algorithm (aggressive, conservation protection)

4. verified in parallel environment (fault tolerant HykSort)

Contributions of our work



To get best performance, introsort is a hybrid of quicksort,

heapsort and insertion sort. Thus, C++ STL adopts introsort.

Background: C++ STL std::sort (introsort)



Comparison errors in the main operations

Memory errors in the main data structure, i.e., the array

did not consider comparison error in flow control

for example for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)

Target errors



Theorem 1: If there are e comparison errors during execution of quicksort 
algorithm, then the unsortedness of the final output is at most e. 

Theorem 2: If there are e comparison errors during execution of heapsort, the 
runs of the output will be at most 2e + 1 if case2f does not occur.

Corner case, case2f, was experimentally shown not impacting theorem 2 claim.

What is unsortedness?

the minimum removals making the rest of the array sorted.

0 1 3 4 5 2 6 7 8 9

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

just 1 removal: 2

So, the unsortedness of this array is just 1.

Quantifying the impact of comparison errors



Theorem 1: If there are e comparison errors during execution of quicksort 
algorithm, then the unsortedness of the final output is at most e. 

Theorem 2: If there are e comparison errors during execution of heapsort, the 
runs of the output will be at most 2e + 1 if case2f does not occur.

Corner case, case2f, was experimentally shown not impacting theorem 2 claim.

What are runs?

the sorted segments/subarrays.

0 5 7 8 1 2 3 4 6 9
split between

adjacent inversion

pair

So, the number of runs of this array is just 2.

0 5 7 8 1 2 3 4 6 9

Quantifying the impact of comparison errors



Erroneous quicksort Limited unsortedness in output

How to avoid sorting again: just remove the misplaced elements

and insert them back. (detailed in Algorithm 2)

Erroneous heapsort Limited number of runs in output

How to avoid sorting again: divide array into sorted segments and

merge. (e-sorted-merge)

0 1 3 4 5 2 6 7 8 9

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

just 1 removal: 2

0 5 7 8 1 2 3 4 6 9
split between

adjacent inversion

pair0 5 7 8 1 2 3 4 6 9

Theorems imply faster error correction



—> n comparisons

—> n moves

—> 2e*log(2e) comparisons
—> 2e*logn comparisons

} n moves

Details of Algorithm 2 by an example



Baseline: TMR for all comparison instruction

(quicksort, heapsort, insertion sort)

Goal: Use minimal TMR by taking advantage of the theorems

The correction solutions for comparison errors



Proposed solution 1: Aggressive protection

In comparison to baseline, only insertion sort needs

TMR protection!

Overhead of comparisons:         2C2n + 3en

Overhead of data movements:   en

Weakness: performance degrade with increasing

number of comparison errors.

1. e-sorted-merge

2. apply TMR protection

in phase 2 (insertion sort)

The correction solutions for comparison errors



Proposed solution 2: Conservative protection

Overhead of comparisons:         3n + 48logn * e     v.s.      2C2n + 3n * e


Overhead of data movements:   2n + 32 * e              v.s.      n * e

Eliminate the weakness of aggressive protection

1. move insertion sort from

phase 2 to 1 on leaf partition

2. e-sorted-merge

3. Algorithm 2 (TMR protected)

in phase 2

In comparison to baseline, only algorithm 2 needs

TMR protection!

The correction solutions for comparison errors



Comparison errors in the main operations

Memory errors in the main data structure, i.e., the array

did not consider comparison error in flow control

for example for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)

Target errors



Correcting memory error without 100% space overhead

seems not doable for sorting (checksum techniques not applicable).

We do error detection instead.

Once XOR varies, we know memory error happens

and re-run the sorting.

Memory error detection using XOR



Comparison errors in the main operations

Memory errors in the main data structure, i.e., the array

did not consider comparison error in flow control

for example for (int i = 0; i < 100; i++)

Target errors



HykSort

1. local sort (std::sort)

2. partition by (k-1) pivots

3. exchange data and merge k sorted array

4. finish if lower rank has smaller

elements than higher rank;

otherwise, recurse from step 2

n logn

k logn

nlogk

step1 is protected already.

step2 has negligible number of comparisons. So use TMR.

Extension to parallel



Step 3 has similar property to heapsort

Based on Ravikumar’s [9] proof, we get the corollary:

Given k sorted subarrays, the subarrays can be merged into a single sorted array

with at most e comparison errors. The runs of the output will be at most e + 1.


If e > k-1, do e-sorted-merge;

otherwise, just do TMR/re-compute

n * log(e + 1)

n * logk

Extension to parallel

9.  B. Ravikumar A Fault-Tolerant Merge Sorting Algorithm



Error injection in source code level:


1. comparison error: negate the comparison results randomly (e = log n)

2. memory error: random bit flips in the data array (e = 1)

Evaluation



1. Verifying theorems

input: 2^29 random double; 29 injected comparison errors 

Evaluation

Bound: 29
Bound: 2*29+1 = 59



2. Protection overheads

2.1. Comparison errors only

input: 2^29 random double; 29 injected comparison errors 

Evaluation



2. Protection overheads

2.2. Memory errors only

input: 2^29 random double; no comparison errors

50 trials with one randomly injected memory error either

in first half execution or second half execution.

Evaluation



2. Protection overheads

2.3. Both errors

input: 2^29 random double; 29 injected comparison errors

50 trials with one randomly injected memory error either

in first half execution or second half execution.

Evaluation



2. Protection overheads

2.4. Different input sizes, data types, platforms

Evaluation



2. Protection overheads

2.5. Aggressive v.s. conservative

Evaluation



3. Parallel experiments - scaling on Tardis

2^25 random float per core for weak scaling

2^26 total random float for strong scaling

Evaluation



3. Parallel experiments - scaling on Bebop

2^26 random double per core

Evaluation



First efficient fault tolerant sorting function in standard library

Specifically:

1. first work to quantify the impact of soft errors on quicksort output (theorem 1)

2. first work to quantify the impact of soft errors on heapsort output (theorem 2)

3. optimized error correction algorithm (aggressive, conservation protection)

4. verified in parallel environment (fault tolerant HykSort)

Summary
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2. Hadi. et al GreenMM: energy efficient GPU matrix multiplication through undervolting

9.  B. Ravikumar A Fault-Tolerant Merge Sorting Algorithm
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Thank you



Analysis of comparison error in quicksort

Experimenting with error injected quicksort shows limited impact on

final output. 

implies more efficient correction method

and we found that is not a coincidence.

1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  14  11  12  13  15  16  17  18  19  20

Theorem 1: If there are e comparison errors during execution 
of Lomuto’s quicksort alogrithm, then the unsortedness of the 
final output is at most e. 




Theorem 1 proof high level ideas

Theorem 1: If there are e comparison errors during execution 
of Lomuto’s quicksort alogrithm, then the unsortedness of the 
final output is at most e. 




Analysis of comparison error in heapsort

First intuition: theorem 1 applicable to heapsort?

unfortunately no.

🙁

Instead, we found a weaker property:

the number of sorted segments (runs) are limited! 🙂

1  5  6  7  8  9  10  2  3  4  11  15  17  19  12  13  14  16  18

run run run

Theorem 2: Given at most e comparison errors, the runs of the 
output of an erroneous heapsort will be at most 2e + 1 if case2f  

does not occur.



Theorem 2 proof high level ideas

Insufficient edges in heap Adjacent inversion pairs in array 

X X

X



Theorem 2 proof high level ideas

e comparison errors in heap sort

At most 2e insufficient heap edges

At most 2e adjacent inversion pairs in output array 

At most 2e+1 runs in output array 

1 > 2?

1

2 3


